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Abstract 
The Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) is a Japan-based performance 
enhancement system for Global Positioning System (GPS) in the Asia-Pacific area. 
Its L-band Experiment (LEX) signal carries precise GPS/QZSS positioning 
correction data of ephemeris, satellite vehicle (SV) clocks, SV orbits and the 
ionosphere. The LEX-enhanced GPS receiver is able to achieve real-time centimetre-
level positioning accuracy that enables many high-precision Global Navigation 
Satellite System (GNSS) applications such as driverless vehicle navigation.  
Most available LEX receivers must be assisted by GPS/QZSS L1 C/A code 
tracking, which requires dual frequency (DF) antennas and front-ends. Alternatively, 
LEX-only single frequency (SF) receiver architecture can be adopted to acquire and 
track the LEX signal independently. Current LEX signal acquisition methods occupy 
massive process time due to the extra computational complexity caused by the code 
shift keying (CSK) modulation. Meanwhile, a LEX signal tracking method is not yet 
available thus setting more difficulties for SF LEX receiver. 
Firstly, this study designed and implemented a SF LEX software defined radio 
(SDR) receiver architecture that can process digital intermediate frequency (IF) LEX 
signals independently. Integrated with L-band antenna and front-end (FE), this 
receiver can provide LEX correction data for GPS receivers as a low-cost plug-in 
module.  
Secondly, this study proposed an optimized LEX acquisition scheme for the SF 
LEX receiver. The scheme takes a short-code-first acquisition order in which the 
LEX long code phase is acquired in only one-dimension code space thanks to the 
availability of Doppler drifts from the LEX short code acquisition results. The 
scheme also adopts the FFT-based circular correlation search (CCS) in LEX 
acquisition to reduce acquisition time. Due to the TDM structure in the LEX signal, 
optimized half interleaving code patterns that can halve the short and long code 
acquisition time are presented. In order to demonstrate the acquisition scheme, the 
acquisition experiment on processing the real LEX signal from the currently 
operating QZSS satellite Michibiki was conducted with the software LEX receiver 
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developed. The LEX short and long codes were acquired successfully in 2ms and 
205ms, respectively. 
Finally, this study proposed a novel LEX tracking scheme for the SF LEX 
receiver. The scheme combines the LEX long code tracking loop and the LEX short 
code shifted phase detector. The LEX long code tracking loop, which is able to 
output LEX long code phase as well as the Doppler frequency consecutively, is 
based on the conventional GPS L1 C/A tracking loop but is modified to lock both the 
LEX carrier and the LEX long code. The tracking loop then helps the LEX short 
code shifted phase detector powered by the FFT-based CCS method to calculate the 
LEX message in each 4ms. The phase detector can also be accelerated when half 
interleaving code patterns are adopted.  Then the tracking experiment on processing 
the real LEX signal was conducted with the LEX acquisition results in the newly 
developed software LEX receiver. The LEX messages were demodulated in the 
tracking process and thereafter LEX data messages are successfully decoded. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter outlines the background and context of the research in sections 1.1 
and 1.2, and its purposes in section 1.3. Section 0 describes the significance and 
scope of this research and provides definitions of terms used. Finally, section 1.5 
outlines of the remaining chapters of the thesis. 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Navigation, usually defined as the solution of position, velocity and sometimes 
attitude, has been regarded as one of the engines of prosperous human society 
development. Among various navigation techniques, Global Navigation Satellite 
System (GNSS) stands out, thanks to its inborn superiority and therefore its world-
wide focus. By processing electromagnetic signals broadcasted on air, GNSS devices 
on the user side are able to serve navigation globally in real time and in all weather. 
The Global Positioning System (GPS), the first and still the most ubiquitous GNSS, 
has been operating at full blast, spreading into almost all aspects of society in many 
countries since 1994. In recent years, this USA-powered system has been being 
updated for a longer-lasting modernized service, while more options from all over 
the world are gradually being put into the agenda. From information so far disclosed, 
the Chinese Beidou and the EU‟s Galileo, as well as revitalized Russian Glonass, 
will probably cover the globe shortly. Other Regional Navigation Satellite Systems 
(RNSSs) such as the Japan-based Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) and the 
Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (INRSS), are also sprinting to catch up 
such a navigation spree.    
The variety of GNSS is booming; so is these systems‟ application spectrum. It 
was in 1991 that the GPS was initially used by the US army in the Gulf War, that 
many nations has begun to realize this promising navigation technique. For defence 
and martial purpose, GNSS devices can be equipped into ranges from 
intercontinental missiles, warships and marines to soldiers and firearms. 
Prospering on the back of military purpose, GNSS garners many more 
commercial flashlights. Many of the profitable possibilities, such as navigation for 
aviation and automobiles, have been available everywhere for years. Integrated 
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GNSS chips, especially those embedded into smart mobile devices, also make 
location-based service (LBS) prevalent nowadays. Robots and driverless vehicles 
that information technology giants have heavily invested in harness precise GNSS 
solutions as well. 
In terms of science and research, most agree that more effort needs to be made 
on both GNSS theory and the wider GNSS application areas. GNSS‟s hotter 
scientific clime draws a host of potential imgines including integrating high 
performance GNSS services into unmanned agriculture and,  even more ambitious 
intelligent city in the future.    
Generally, GNSS receiving devices are apt to either shrink in size and cost by 
sacrificing performance, or to veer to excellent parameters by being lumpish and 
prohibitive. What both researchers and users are pursing is to improve the GNSS 
service accuracy and accelerating the processing time without driving up expense or 
volume.  
This research mainly concentrates on GNSS receivers that are usually held on 
the user side to provide navigation solutions. In these years, the prosperity of GNSS 
receiver research has made a trove of process models, and published receiver and 
other technique materials. These include single point positioning (SPP), Differential-
GNSS (DGNSS), Assisted-GNSS (AGNSS) as well as Integrated Navigation with 
GNSS (IN-GNSS) (Kaplan & Hegarty, 2005; Parkinson & Enge, 1996; Rho & 
Langley, 2007; Standard, 2006). 
The SPP is the most basic and conventional GNSS positioning method. The 
receiver in SPP mode requires only a single frequency (SF) hardware setup and 
usually process a GPS L1 C/A signal. Such a simple and traditional architecture 
accounts for most of the currently available receivers in the market place, though it 
suits only less precise scenarios, such as automobile navigation in open areas 
(Kaplan & Hegarty, 2005). 
Yet, the DGNSS has recently swelled largely thanks to its high accuracy. 
Popular centimetre-level precise point positioning (PPP) and Real-time Kinematic 
(RTK) techniques usually drop into the DGNSS category. An extra one or even two 
frequencies in DGNSS receivers are able to cancel some error sources. Ionospheric-
free, for example, is enabled in a typical dual-frequency GNSS receiver (Jin, 2012). 
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Instead of cultivating a GNSS-only field, IN-GNSS seeks cooperation with 
other navigation systems such as Inertial Navigation (IN), to erase errors existing in 
each navigation system. A deep coupled such IN-GNSS navigator possibly attains 
centimetre level precision. One available IN-GNSS instance is aviation navigation 
system that has been put into military and civil usage for years (Kaplan & Hegarty, 
2005).  
Meanwhile, the AGNSS is also emulating the mentioned methods at an 
astonishing pace. An AGNSS receiver achieves decimetre-to-centimetre accuracy 
often by crunching correction data from the mobile cellular, the Wi-Fi or the Satellite 
Based Augmentation System (SBAS) network. In 2010, Japan-based QZSS activated 
the L-band Experimental (LEX) signal on which multiple corrections are modulated. 
This prompts LEX-based AGNSS receivers. A LEX-enhanced GPS receiver gains a 
RTK-like performance (3 cm horizontal and 6 cm vertical RMS errors with time to 
first fix of 35 seconds) (Saito et al., 2011) without imposing too much complexity 
(Suzuki & Kubo, 2013).     
Currently, the QZSS has one quasi-zenith satellite “Michibiki” being fully 
operating on an 8-shape orbit and another three more satellites on plan for a 
consistent high-elevation visibility in the Asia-Pacific area. The objective of QZSS is 
to enhance the current availability and performance of GNSS by means of 
transmitting both conventional positioning signals and GNSS augmentation signals 
(Nishiguchi, 2010; JAXA, April 2016; Kishimoto, Myojin, Kogure, Noda & Terada, 
2011 ). As one of the augmentation signals provided, the LEX signal consists of 
corrections like precise ephemeris, satellite vehicle (SV) clocks, SV orbits and 
Ionosphere. Also, another type of correction message is under test for wide-area high 
accuracy point positioning, known as „MADOCA-LEX‟ (Multi-GNSS Advanced 
Demonstration of Orbit and Clock Analysis) messages (Choy et al., 2015). This is 
likely to become the most reasonable choice for high performance positioning 
service in the Asia-Pacific area. Whenever the QZSS LEX signal comes completely 
online, it will grab tons of investment enthusiasm and will hatch billions-worth of 
various applications.  In particular for PPP application, a LEX-only receiver is able 
to provide correction data to other GPS/QZSS receivers without knowing ephemeris. 
The LEX receiver can work as a stand-alone system for the purpose of correction 
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data providing only. Due to the QZSS design, all QZSs provides same LEX data and 
therefore only one QZS needed to be acquired and tracked at one time.  
1.2 CONTEXT 
The achievable cm-level positioning performance, the stable high-elevation 
availability and the moderate expense have aroused masses of research attention. Yet 
study on LEX-based AGNSS receivers is at this time still far from enough. Therefore, 
this study aims at discussing the LEX signal thoroughly and then to develop 
optimized LEX signal processing methods dedicated to a practical LEX-enhanced 
high performance GNSS receiver.  
In general, the QZSS LEX receiver is apt to be built as dual-frequency 
architecture, making expensive dual-frequency (DF) antenna and the dual-channel 
front-end indispensible. The unaffordable hardware requirements get in the way of 
the spread of the DF LEX receiver in mass markets, though it is urgently needed. 
Besides, a DF LEX receiver usually tends to be tracked under the synchronization of 
processing the L1 C/A signal. Not only does such an intricate architecture introduce 
the extra processing channel, but it can also be vulnerable due to its high complexity. 
One currently available experimental QZSS dual-frequency receiver is marked a 
label of USD 10,000, let alone its non-portable size.       
Alternatively, one single-frequency LEX (SF LEX) architecture may cater to 
the consumer markets by slashing the dual-frequency redundancy. The inborn stand-
alone process flow in SF LEX architecture lowers the threshold of implementation. 
This light-weight design may appeal to those who pursue less-expensive products in 
order to dominate in potential applications. Best of all, a SF LEX receiver meets no 
difficulty in playing an add-on role inside other matured GNSS receivers. A SF LEX 
receiver usually is not adequate for PPP services, but it can provide the LEX data 
that PPP services need and it can be added on the current GPS/QZSS receivers 
without modifying current ones. This design is of very low cost as a redesign for the 
whole receiver system for PPP services is not necessary. There has not a SF LEX 
receiver available yet, but the cost of such a receiver is expected to be very low 
compared with DF LEX receivers. For example, a dual frequency antenna usually is 
very expensive while two single frequency antennas (one for the LEX receiver and 
the other for the current GPS/QZSS receiver) are much cheaper. In contrast, a DF 
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LEX receiver always repels another GNSS receiver, instead of merging with it. SF 
LEX receivers have unparalleled merits, but they are a trade-off for masses of 
process resource consumption. Unlike DF LEX receiver, a SF LEX receiver is able 
to process LEX signal independently by conducting tens of thousands of FFT/IFFT 
calculation in each second. This makes SF LEX unrealizable if the computing burden 
remains unabated. However, with sufficient advantages over the DF LEX 
architecture and tangible future applications, there is little doubt that the less-focused 
architecture deserves in-depth mining. 
1.3 PURPOSES 
In this study, concentration is on developing a SF LEX receiver that relied on 
proposed LEX signal process methods. The specific aims are outlined as follow: 
1. To design an effective SF LEX architecture.  
2. To propose an optimized LEX-only acquisition scheme for the SF LEX 
receiver, and to evaluate current-available related acquisition scheme meanwhile.  
3. To propose a dedicated LEX-only tracking scheme for the SF LEX receiver. 
 
The architecture of the less-focused SF LEX receiver is yet to be clarified, thus 
prompting some systematic discussions in this research. The SF LEX receiver 
developed here is designed to work as a fully functional software-and-hardware-
integrated system, organized as five sub-systems: the L-band antenna, the L-band 
front-end, the LEX-only acquisition, the LEX-only tracking and LEX message 
decoding.  
An antenna senses in-space electromagnetic waves in terms of frequency and 
polarization, and transforms them into an electrical radio-frequency (RF) signal. A 
signal from an antenna feeds a front-end that itself outputs intermediate-frequency 
(IF) samples, a digital-version signal is then thrown into a software process 
performed by a general-purpose computing processing unit such as a CPU or a DSP. 
The acquisition for such a digital IF signal is to search for the needed signal from a 
mixture of other uncalled-for signals and the thermal noise. Phase and frequency – 
two necessary signal parameters for following tracking procedure – float during the 
acquisition process. In tracking, a receiver-generated synthetic dataless signal known 
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as local replica consistently imitates the incoming signal flow, resulting in a tight 
synchronization. The matched local replica then erases the dataless composition of 
the original signal – the carrier and the code in a typical direct-sequence spread 
spectrum (DSSS) signal. Message decoding program deciphers the remnants of the 
erased signal (usually binary data) in order to extract readable information.  
A SF LEX receiver lacks effective architecture, so perform its internal signal 
process methods for acquisition and tracking. Tens of thousands of FFT/IFFT 
calculations in each second are required for the traditional ways of LEX acquisition. 
Such a heavy computational burden makes a LEX-only acquisition nearly 
unrealizable. Besides, since most gregarious tracking methods repel LEX signal 
because of its inconsistency of code phase, an effective tracking plan for LEX is still 
absent. All of these obstacles to SF LEX receivers‟ growth triggered holistic research 
on LEX-only signal process methods. 
In terms of acquisition, this research is to present an optimized LEX-only 
acquisition method. The method proposed aims at halving acquisition calculation 
volumes with the assistance of a half interleaving pseudo-random noise (PRN) code 
pattern, a FFT-based circular correlation search plan and a short-first acquisition 
order. (These three terminologies will be reviewed meticulously in later chapters.) 
Assessment based on experiments processing real LEX signals for the empirical 
performance of both the proposed method and the currently available methods is also 
an aim of this study. 
For tracking, this study will present an efficient experiment-provable LEX-only 
tracking method. Such a tracking plan can detect frequency drift in a simplified 
tracking loop, spinning off the complexity of traditional ones. This plan is also able 
to overcome the inconsistence of code phase by dealing with phase independently. 
The objective of this study is a SF LEX receiver system whose software sub-
systems are written in C/C++. These codes obey presented SF LEX architecture and 
have the proposed signal processing methods embedded. 
1.4 SIGNIFICANCE, SCOPE AND DEFINITIONS 
Ambitious purposes and aims are usually set for a better good, as this research 
is. A GNSS receiver powered by the proposed SF LEX receiver is able to touch a 
cm-level high positioning accuracy without major sacrificing. An accurate position 
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solution is always better. DGNSS receivers and IN-GNSS receivers achieve this by 
arming with advanced hardware on which complicated algorithms rely while LEX-
based AGNSS receivers lose their weight by spinning off redundancies. This 
research discusses an even more simplified SF LEX receiver that will thus save 
performance receivers from extra equipment investment or time-consuming redesign. 
This study will possibly reshuffle public receiver markets in Asia-Pacific area by 
reaching a balance between outstanding positioning performance and modest cost. A 
spectrum of applications is on the agenda thanks to the SF LEX architecture sub-
metre-to-centimetre level performance and its plug-in capability. Driverless vehicles 
from technology giants such as Google are more confident to handle lane transit if 
the LEX signal is injected. The proposed receiver is also more than enough to 
activate smart agriculture applications. For example, Agbot – an agriculture robot 
from QUT – is likely to harvest crops more carefully with the instalment of a set of 
LEX-powered GNSS positioning devices. Many more applications are foreseeable 
with this SF LEX receiver available.     
The signal processing methods presented here enable much lower resources 
consumption for the LEX signal and other GNSS on-plan CSK-modulated signals. 
The LEX signal carries its data in the form of the code keying shift (CSK) 
modulation, resulting in a 2000-bits data transmission rate. This brand new 
combination inevitably introduces some difficulties of signal processing. In this 
research, a set of methods is provided to deal systematically with this thorny signal. 
Among these, an optimized acquisition scheme lowers the threshold of 
implementation for LEX-only search to almost half. This acquisition method is also 
adjustable for more specific process requirements in reality. Facing an absence of a 
current tracking loop for SF LEX process logic, this study probes what a suitable 
tracking module should be, by establishing a LEX-specific tracking loop. Much more 
inspiration on the process of LEX signal is enabled thanks to the proposition of the 
SF LEX signal processing method here. From what has been recently disclosed, the 
CSK technique is about to be applied to more GNSS signals. Fortunately this 
prosperity can be shared as all these present methods work well for this type of CSK-
modulated signals. 
Besides, a SF LEX software receiver that harnesses these methods is 
implemented as a verification platform for both the SF LEX signal processing 
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methods and its possible applications. Such a platform frees the evaluation of LEX 
and other CSK-modulated signal algorithms from complex and unnecessary 
integration of software and hardware, which will hugely accelerate the development 
for efficient methods research on the CSK-modulated signal processing field.      
The valuable research on LEX signals and SF LEX receivers is highlighted in 
this study. As a new-born GNSS signal, the QZSS LEX signal is the first to apply 
CSK technique. The CSK technique has been there for a while since it is published in 
2000. Yet discussion for this technique, especially for its demodulation process in 
real receivers is still quite limited. Current literature either develops only basic, less-
realizable CSK demodulation methods, or avoids dealing with the CSK technique by 
seeking a detour. This study has proposed an optimized acquisition manner and an 
efficient tracking plan, both based on systematic research on CSK technique, plus a 
thorough consideration of traditional GNSS signals. Such research provides a clear 
path for both CSK demodulation and the process of its instance-the QZSS LEX 
signal. 
The definitions of terms used in this thesis are listed below:  
Single Frequency Receiver: a LEX receiver that is able to process LEX signal 
independently, without any assistance signal of carrier frequency.  
Dual Frequency Receiver: a LEX receiver that is able to process LEX signal in 
the assistance of processing other GNSS signals, such as GPS/QZSS L1 C/A signal. 
Code Shift Keying (CSK): a modulating method that adopts the number of 
code phase shift as the representative as the value of data for a Code Division 
Multiple Access (CDMA) baseband signal. 
Radio Frequency Signal (RF Signal): the electromagnetic signal that is 
broadcasted in the free space as a wireless signal. 
Intermediate Frequency Signal (IF Signal): the electrical signal that is 
transmitted on circuit as a currency; also called intermediate frequency/IF data when 
sampled digitally. 
Antenna: any device or hardware that is able to sense an electromagnetic 
analogue signal on air for a certain frequency range. 
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Front-end (FE): any device or hardware that is able to down convert the RF 
signal to the IF signal and then to digitalize it into a digital format. 
Software Defined Radio (SDR): a signal processing strategy that aims at 
implementing algorithms in the form of software on general programmable 
processors such as CPU and DSP as many as possible, in order to reduce hardware 
design and implementation cost and complexity. 
Signal Modulation: a signal processing procedure that makes easy-to-transmit 
high-frequency electromagnetic waves carry low-rate binary data by mixing them in 
various ways. Similarly, signal demodulation is referred as a signal process 
procedure that wipes off the carrier of the signal to output the binary data. 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT): a signal processing and analysis method that is 
able to transform the representation from the time domain to the frequency domain in 
an efficient way. Similarly, Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) is the method 
transforming the representation of the signal from the frequency domain to the time 
domain. 
Doppler Frequency: the physics phenomenon that the relative motion of the 
signal transmitter and receiver is subject to change of the observed signal frequency. 
The difference between the transmitted frequency and the received frequency is 
usually called Doppler drift. 
Pseudo Random Noise (PRN): a type of signal that resembles Gaussian white 
noise, with a feature of having a high correlation result to itself only when 
synchronized.   
Code Phase: the shift of a binary sequence into two temporal or spatial spans. 
Acquisition: a signal processing strategy that calculates the coarse (or 
inaccurate) code phase and Doppler drift of an incoming signal in a GNSS receiver. 
Tracking: a signal processing strategy used in a typical GNSS receiver that 
proceeds synchronizing continuingly between incoming signal and locally-generated 
imitating signal in order to find the information from the signal. 
Local Code Pattern: a set of code combination in LEX code structures that can 
be generated in receiver locally for performance optimization purposes. 
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The LEX Code: the LEX code structure that adopts a design of interleaving 
4ms LEX short code and 410ms long code. 
LEX Corrections: the GNSS positioning performance enhancement data 
modulated in LEX signal, such as ephemeris correction, satellite clock correction, 
satellite orbit correction and Ionospheric correction. 
LEX Word: the 8-bit formatted LEX correction binary representation that can 
be demodulated by a LEX receiver in each 4ms consistently. It can also be also 
called LEX message.  
LEX Short Code Shifted Phase: the LEX short code phase with a 0-255 phase 
shift due to the application of the CSK Technique. In the LEX receiver, the LEX 
short code shifted phase is used to determine the LEX message. 
 
1.5 THESIS OUTLINE 
The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the state-of-
the-art of the LEX signal and its receivers is thoroughly presented from multiple 
angles including the structure of the QZSS LEX signal, the architecture of the SF 
LEX receiver and the signal process methods of CSK-modulated signals. Chapter 3 
of this thesis proposes a set of LEX-only signal process schemes, by which a SF 
LEX receiver is able to efficiently output GNSS corrections. The LEX signal 
acquisition and tracking algorithms are major concentrations in this chapter. All of 
the presented schemes have been implemented into a SF LEX SDR, which is 
discussed in detail in Chapter 4. This chapter also gives plenty of LEX signal process 
results from several waged experimental evaluations for the real LEX signal. Chapter 
5 then analyses the methods and the experiments. Finally, Chapter 6 draws a 
blueprint of further research on LEX signal and its receivers, after a summary of all 
contributions over the span of this study.   
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Chapter 2: Review of LEX Signals and 
Receivers   
This chapter reviews the critical literature on the following topics. QZSS LEX 
signal features, especially CSK technique are addressed and analysed in section 2.1; 
Section 2.2 thoroughly address current development of software defined radio (SDR) 
before discussing two different LEX receiver architectures; the state of the art of the 
two major signal process techniques-acquisition and tracking – in LEX receiver 
design are systematically presented in section 2.3 of this chapter; Section 2.4 
highlights the implications from the literature and develops the conceptual 
framework for the study. 
2.1 QZSS LEX SIGNAL FUNDAMENTALS 
The QZSS L-Band Experimental (LEX) signal is designed as a positioning 
performance enhancement signal (JAXA, April 2016). In this section, the overall 
features of this signal are described in general. Unique to other GNSS signals, Code 
Shift Keying (CSK) modulation is introduced into the LEX signal. This technique is 
analysed separately, as it brings a number of difficulties to LEX signal processing 
(Zhang, 2016). 
2.1.1 QZSS LEX Signal Features 
The LEX signal is transmitted by the QZS-1 Michibiki with the PRN 
configured as 193. QZS covers the Australian region due to the 8-shaped orbit design, 
shown in Figure 1. The LEX signal availability is expected to be more than 90% 
when QZS Michibiki is above 40 degree elevation (Choy, et al., 2015).   
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Figure 1 Illustration of QZSS Eight-shape Orbit 
 
With the reference frequency set to            , the carrier frequency of 
LEX is           , equal to       . The LEX signal is of 
                   frequency bandwidth, and its spectrum occupation is 
depicted in Figure 2. The main lobe zero bandwidth is                     
where          is the LEX PRN code chip rate. The minimum received power at 
the input of the user antenna on the ground is            (Kaplan & Hegarty, 
2005).  
 
Figure 2 Illustration of Power Spectral Density of QZS Signals 
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The LEX PRN code, namely     , is modulated by BPSK (5) with the 
following steps, as shown in Figure 3. LEX adopts the Kasami series sequence as its 
spreading code. It has a 4ms period for the short code and a 410ms period set for the 
long code period. The short code is generated at               and then input into 
the CSK modulator, which shifts the short code phase by the number of chips 
indicated by the 8-bit encoded navigation message symbol. (The CSK modulation 
mechanism will be discussed in detail at section 2.1.2 of this section). At the same 
code chip rate of              , the long code that is generated by the Ranging 
code generator is multiplied by a 820-ms-period square wave sequence (010101…) in 
which each bit lasts for 410ms. These two codes are modulated into the data channel 
and the dataless pilot channel, respectively. Finally, these two channels are combined 
to output                     This is achieved in the manner of time division 
multiplexing (TDM) by interleaving the LEX short code sequence and the LEX long 
code sequence chip by chip. The overall timing relationships between the LEX short 
and long codes are given in Figure 4.  
 
Figure 3 Illustration of LEX Code Generation (JAXA, April 2016) 
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Figure 4 Illustration of Timing Relationship between the LEX Short Code and 
Long Code (JAXA, April 2016) 
The LEX navigation message data transmission rate becomes 2000 bit/s after 
conducting 8bits/Symbol Reed-Solomon (255,233) coding (Wicker & Bhargava, 
1999). Each symbol represents a decimal ranging from 0 to 255. Temporarily there 
are several message types in use. Message type 10 comprises the Ephemeris and the 
SV clocks. Message type 11 consists of the Ephemeris and the SV clock as well as 
extra ionosphere correction. Message Type 12 provides new MADOCA-LEX data. 
2.1.2 Code Shift Keying in the LEX Short Code 
The code shift keying modulation is one DSSS modulation method that 
overcomes the spreading gain versus the data rate limitations (Wong & Leung, 1997).  
CSK modulation shifts the code phase of a basic PRN code sequence expressed 
as      by the symbol value. This symbol value varies from   to  where       
and   is the length of data bits. Each symbol value decides the number of chips 
supposed to be shifted for the basic PRN code sequence     . A maximum of   
circularly shifted versions can be achieved due to the different symbol values. For a 
code sequence with         chips, the circularly shifted code sequence is 
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expressed mathematically as                     , where m,    and T 
represent the symbol value, the chip interval and the code period, respectively.  
The CSK implementation in the LEX signal is shown in Figure 5. Here, the 8-
bit data is adopted, leading to 256 possible values possible for shifting the LEX short 
code           phase circularly.   
 
Figure 5 Illustration of CSK Implementation in LEX Signal (JAXA, April 2016) 
 
One scheme available for CSK demodulation is achieved by taking advantage 
of Fourier Transforms as well as Inverse Fourier Transforms. A CSK-modulated 
signal is firstly converted to a frequency-domain signal, and then multiplexed by the 
frequency-domain local PRN code. The final demodulation results are acquired after 
conducting Inverse Fourier Transforms for the multiplexing results. The LEX short 
code can be partly acquired using this CSK demodulation scheme. Here, partial 
acquisition means that this method can determine the Doppler frequency for the LEX 
signal only, leaving the LEX short code phase and symbol value unresolved. The 
CSK modulation adopts different versions of circularly shifted code from the basic 
LEX short code, which results in code phase inconsistence between two successive 
code periods. This mechanism leads to more than one correlation peak appearing 
when performing the LEX short code acquisition. To acquire the LEX signal 
completely, it is necessary to acquire the LEX long code in the pilot channel where 
CSK modulation is not implemented.    
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The demodulation process for the CSK implemented LEX signal generally 
demands the extra carrier-to-noise power density ratio     , due to several factors. 
First, the window position of the incoming data produces at least a          
correlation loss that is possibly alleviated by choosing the incoming signal block 
appropriately (Nakakuki & Hirokawa, 2013). Another       gain loss appears if 
acquiring the LEX signal in the pilot channel only (Peña et al., 2010). Due to the 
shift in PRN code chips, the correlation loss also exists when multiplexing local 
replica with the induced CSK signal. This loss is calculated as               
       . For the LEX short code in particular, an extra              is 
necessary for acquisition. 
These extra      requirements are acceptable for the developed QZSS LEX 
receiver, thanks to the QZSS 8-shaped orbit design. There will always be a QZS in 
high elevation; thus a LEX signal with a relatively high      is available for the 
QZSS LEX receiver at almost all times. 
2.2 LEX RECEIVERS 
This section initially reviews the state of the art of software defined radio as 
well as the published LEX receiver architectures. The cm-level accuracy is 
achievable by using LEX data in PPP calculation(HARIMA, CHOY, LI, & 
GRINTER, 2014). The accua 
2.2.1 Software Defined Radio  
In terms of complexity and greater flexibility for future reconfigurations, The 
software defined radio (SDR) is potentially the natural solution for the next 
generation GNSS receivers (Borre, Akos, Bertelsen, Rinder, & Jensen, 2007; Falone, 
Stallo, Gambi, & Spinsante, 2014; Pany, 2010; Presti, di Torino, Falletti, Nicola, & 
Gamba, 2014). Studies for receivers of QZSS – the fairly fresh regional navigation 
satellite system – are mostly under development based on promising SDR. Research 
on LEX receivers is no exemption.  
The rapidly evolving SDR technology is widespread in the area of the research 
and commercialization of the modern GNSS receiver. The SDR development targets 
a flexible open-architecture receiver (Rao, Falco, & Falletti, 2012). This would 
effectively contribute to updated algorithms and designs to be embedded into an 
SDR without the prohibitive costs of re-implementation. Meanwhile, SDRs enable 
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the dynamic parameters setting function in a real-time GNSS receiver, and also to 
make the different modules of the GNSS receiver more function-independent (Borre, 
et al., 2007). 
Currently, mang GPS and GNSS SDRs are under development all over the 
world, by leading research teams and by the technical corporations of the navigation 
industries. Much literature has been published and such shares prompt a more 
prosperous boom in the evolution of SDR algorithms and theories (Falone, et al., 
2014).  
Studies on SDRs are generally categorized into three fields, as shown in Figure 
6. Some focus on implementing SDR into a personal computer (PC) for signal 
processing. An on-board FPGA solution in which SDR can be realized in an all-in-
one simple structure also attracts much attention (Kao, 2005; Sauriol & Landry Jr, 
2007). In addition, the recent heat on DSP technology increases interest in 
transplanting SDRs onto a DSP-chip only board (Hamza, Zekry, & Moustafa, 2009). 
Meanwhile, efforts have been made to integrate these techniques to generate a more 
performance-driven architecture (Girau, Tomatis, Dovis, & Mulassano, 2007; Spelat, 
Dovis, Girau, & Mulassano, 2006). 
 
Figure 6 Illustration of Different Software GNSS Receivers 
 
Among these solutions, platforms of SDR-on-PC have been well established as 
a ready-to-go solution for most,. Initially, only single approaches were realized such 
as the MATLAB-implemented software GPS and Galileo receiver (Borre, et al., 
2007). Yet multiple GNSS deserves much more effort. The ipexSR (Stöber et al., 
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2010), the GNSS SDR (Fernandez-Prades, Arribas, Closas, Aviles, & Esteve, 2011) 
and the GNSS SDRLIB (Suzuki & Kubo, 2014) are three most recommendable 
projects that require only a RF front-end plus an GNSS antenna. These projects, 
which can process multiple constellations of GNSS, are very essential verification 
tools for GNSS signal processing algorithms (Presti, et al., 2014). 
 
2.2.2 LEX Receiver Architectures  
To sense, process and demodulate radio-frequency (RF) wireless LEX signal 
broadcasted by navigation satellites on a PC-based SDR, multifarious types of LEX 
receivers have been designed to integrate with current GNSS receivers accordingly. 
This study summarizes the current related literature to review the state of the art for 
the architectures and methods that can possibly be applied to a QZSS LEX receiver.  
Dual frequency QZSS LEX receivers were firstly proposed as they are 
naturally synchronized with the QZSS L1 C/A signal. GNSS-SDRLIB, one of the 
major GNSS SDR projects, applied this architecture and demonstrated its 
functionality and performance through real LEX signal experiments in Japan (Suzuki 
& Kubo, 2013). Other researchers also conducted similar tests by adopting much 
more expensive designated LEX receivers that were not based on the PC platform 
(Choy, et al., 2015; HARIMA, et al., 2014). This study introduces here the dual 
frequency (DF) LEX processing logic of the GNSS SDR-LIB. This DF QZSS LEX 
receiver architecture, as proposed by (Suzuki & Kubo, 2013; Suzuki & Kubo, 2014) 
and shown in Figure 7, takes the QZSS L1 C/A signal for signal processing 
assistance. The accurate carrier frequency (Doppler drift adjusted) and the code 
phase of the L1 signal are continuously estimated by the acquiring and tracking of 
the L1 signal. These parameters are then fed into the synchronization thread between 
the QZSS L1 signal and the LEX signal in which the LEX signal code phase        
can be determined. With it available, the data modulated on the LEX short code 
sequences are able to be deciphered. Finally, the GPS clock error and the ephemeris 
error are output, after LEX message computation and the Reed-Solomon error 
correction. 
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Figure 7 Illustration of Dual Frequency QZSS LEX Receiver Architecture 
 
Unlike a DF LEX processing logic, SF logic is similar to a traditional GNSS 
receiver, which segregates each channel and thus simplifies complexity. An 
incomplete SF architecture in a flow chart for demodulating LEX message has been 
proposed (Nakakuki & Hirokawa, 2013) but it is by now almost impossible to find 
any GNSS SDR project, (SDR-on-PC in particular) that is built in SF LEX 
processing architecture. However, fabricating such a SDR is not difficult, thanks to 
the work that has been done on the GPS L2C signal (Fontana, Cheung, Novak, & 
Stansell, 2001; Psiaki, 2004; Qaisar). The GPS L2C signal shares characteristics with 
LEX signal, particularly in terms of the interleaving of long codes and short codes 
(Psiaki, 2004). Therefore a SF LEX SDR is supposed to make use of components 
from a GPS L2C receiver.  
The basic SF LEX receiver proposed (Nakakuki & Hirokawa, 2013) is 
introduced here so as to demonstrate how the SF LEX receiver processes the LEX 
signal flow, as shown in Figure 8. This receiver follows a traditional GNSS 
acquisition, tracking and decoding design. It begins acquisition of the LEX short 
code phase         by searching the correlation power peak in a chosen frequency 
range. A successful LEX short code acquisition would lead the receiver into the 
determination of the LEX long code phase        .Through the assumption of a 
LEX short code shifted phase, the symbol value of the LEX message is able to be 
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calculated when LEX long code is detected. In the scenario where the receiver fails 
to detect a long code, an alternative trial on a preamble pattern of the codes would be 
made to enhance the robustness of the receiver. A matched pattern would also enable 
the determination stage of the LEX short code shifted phase: the so called code cycle 
phase. If the LEX short code shifted phase is calculated, the receiver will move into 
tracking process where LEX messages can be extracted continuingly. The decoding 
for these LEX messages shares the same processing logic as the GNSS-SDRLIB-
implemented DF LEX processing architecture, including the Reed-Solomon error 
correction (Suzuki & Kubo, 2013).  
 
Figure 8 Illustration of Basic Single Frequency LEX Processing Logic 
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2.3 KEY LEX SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 
This section reviews currently-available LEX acquisition and tracking methods. 
2.3.1 LEX Acquisition 
after receiving intermediate frequency (IF) digital data from the antenna and 
the RF front end, the first stage of processing in a GNSS SDR receiver is that of 
signal acquisition. The output of this stage supplies a rough estimation of code phase 
and Doppler drift for later tracking and decoding (Borio, Camoriano, & Presti, 2008).  
The conventional acquisition (Borre, et al., 2007) method, serial search 
acquisition, processes incoming IF data in time domain. The execution time for the 
GPS L1 C/A signal, for example, is typically 87 when the frequency searching range 
is set to +–10kHz and the searching step is 500Hz. A parallel frequency space search 
acquisition was then proposed that could reduce the execution time to 10 in the same 
searching setting, with a slightly higher complexity for implementation. More 
recently, most GNSS receivers make use of a more complex FFT-based frequency-
domain Parallel Code Phase Search (PCPS) (Kurz, Kappen, Coenen, & Noll, 2001). 
In PCPS, execution time is only 1, as all the calculations are conducted in parallel. 
This is possibly able to be realized with the assistance of multi-thread technology in 
a SDR-on-PC. Much work related to FFT technology has also been done to further 
optimize the acquisition performance for GNSS signals. For example, the Double 
Block Zero Padding (DBZP) algorithm (Lin & Tsui, 2000; Lin, Tsui, & Howell, 
1999) reveals that size reduction of FFT or IFFT turns out to have the advantage in 
terms of the computational burden. Further research (Foucras, Julien, Macabiau, & 
Ekambi, 2012) reported that the computational burden of signal acquisition is able to 
be halved with DBZP applied, compared with a reference algorithm based on a 
circular correlation searching (CCS) for the Galileo E1 signal. 
The LEX signal, a new format of GNSS signals, can be acquired by methods 
derived from the classical GNSS signal acquisition methods. Nevertheless, the 
unique CSK technique added to the LEX short code makes it necessary to modify 
classical GNSS algorithms (Peña, et al., 2010). A basic acquisition plan proposed by 
(Nakakuki & Hirokawa, 2013) processes the LEX signal by the circular correlation 
search (CCS) scheme, a FFT-based parallel code phase search that overcomes the 
heavy computational burden in LEX signal processing. Meanwhile, due to the 
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similarity between the GPS L2C signal and the QZSS LEX signal in terms of code 
interleaving pattern (Qaisar), Nakakuki provided a combined LEX code pattern that 
can assist the LEX short code shifted phase determination based on the resembling 
design of GPS L2C (Fontana, et al., 2001), shown in Figure 9. The LEX short code 
phase and the short code shifted phase are apart from each other by only 255 chips at 
most. Therefore such a LEX code pattern would guarantee that two correlation peaks 
are about to show up in the CCS (Ziedan & Garrison, 2004). 
 
Figure 9 Illustration of LEX Long and Short Combined Code Pattern 
 
2.3.2 LEX Tracking  
In the tracking stage, the signal processing channel acquires rough evaluations 
for the carrier frequency and the PRN code phase, then gradually improves the 
precision of these two evaluations in the tracking loop (Gleason & Gebre-Egziabher, 
2009; Jin, 2012). There is very little research yet on tracking specifically for the LEX 
signal. Thus this section discusses techniques of general GNSS signals tracking that 
can be potentially applied into a SF LEX receiver. 
The tracking loop normally consists of a code loop and a carrier loop. The code 
loop aims at generating a perfect replica of the code of the incoming signal, whose 
code will finally be wiped off. The carrier loop in a GNSS receiver tracking module 
will manage to match the carrier of the incoming signal perfectly in order to erase the 
carrier in a signal, leaving a binary data sequence only (Kaplan & Hegarty, 2005).  
A typical carrier loop (Kaplan & Hegarty, 2005) for traditional GNSS signal is 
introduced here in Figure 10. IF signals – usually digital data – are mixed with 
sinusoidal and cosine local carriers, respectively. These local carriers are generated 
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by the numerically controlled oscillator (NCO). The correlation is then conducted 
with the local code. After the integrate-and-dump filer, those I and Q results are 
compared by the discriminator. The result   helps the loop filer to output the 
difference between the local carrier phase and the carrier phase of the incoming 
signal. The receiver channel finally adjusts the local carrier phase accordingly to 
further match the incoming IF signal.  
 
Figure 10 Illustration of a Typical Carrier Loop 
 
A typical code phase (Kaplan & Hegarty, 2005) for the traditional GNSS signal 
is presented here in Figure 11. The IF signal is firstly mixed with NCO-generated 
sinusoidal and cosine local carriers respectively to wipe off the signal carrier. The 
code generator outputs an early code E, as well as a late code L that has been delayed 
for two PRN code chips. The receiver code loop here does a correlation between the 
carrier-erased signal and the locally generated code E and code L, respectively. After 
the independent integrate-and-dumper operation, the IE, IL, QE and QL are then put 
into the discriminator in order to acquire difference detection result  . As with a 
carrier loop, a loop filter in a code loop gives a feedback to the code NCO that 
adjusts the code generator, allowing a better match with the incoming signal in terms 
of its code phase. 
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Figure 11 Illustration of a Typical Code Loop 
 
With the code loop and the carrier loop available, it is possible to fabricate both 
together to form a functional tracking loop which consistently wipes off carrier and 
PRN codes by accurately estimating the carrier phase and the code phase of the 
incoming signal. In Figure 12, a systematic tracking loop is shown to demonstrate 
how the code loop and the carrier loop are integrated to gain observables and 
modulated data. For a GPS/QZSS L1 C/A signal, such a design has been proven 
empirically. Yet this method is unavailable for LEX signal, as this CSK-implemented 
signal has a broken periodicity in its short code, that is, if the LEX code has to be 
tracked , a LEX receiver tracking module can track only LEX long code that does not 
contain data but only works as a pilot channel (Peña, et al., 2010). The tracking of 
the LEX signal is yet to be clarified, but at least the SF LEX receiver requires 
continuing tracking for the LEX long code in the same time that it should finish a 
FFT computation in each 4ms, the period of the LEX short code. 
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Figure 12 Illustration of a Typical Tracking Loop of A GPS L1 C/A Receiver 
 
2.4 SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
This chapter firstly introduces LEX signal features, and puts an emphasis on 
the demodulation strategy for the CSK-implemented LEX short code. CSK 
technology enables a much higher data transmission rate, but it also sets a massive 
computational burden for a LEX only receiver. Available literature probes this 
question but has not yet comprehensively answered it. Current SDR development in 
this research area is presented to demonstrate the superiority of the software-process 
LEX receiver unit. Unlike the conventional hardware GNSS receiver, the software 
receiver overcomes the problem of the huge cost of implementation of a modified 
design, resulting in a much more practical platform to test and verify new algorithms 
and methods for GNSS signal processing. Many SDR projects are on the go, but 
concentration here is on the LEX signal. Meanwhile the state of the art of LEX 
software receiver architecture is addressed and compared. Currently available DF 
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architecture performs functionally, while cost-reasonable SF LEX architecture is 
rarely highlighted. The published SF LEX architecture, although somehow 
achievable, is not currently being used. In order to land such a receiver on solid 
ground, this chapter also looks into the LEX acquisition and tracking algorithms. 
Only one paper has published a basic LEX acquisition method; unfortunately zero 
papers touched LEX tracking.   
This chapter reviewed the most advanced research publications on LEX 
software receiver. The following implications are made here to illustrate the gaps 
found in current research on this topic: 
1) Effective demodulation methods for CSK-implemented signals are 
recommended study due not only to its high performance in LEX but also 
to its promising wide spread on more new GNSS signals.  
2) Software defined radio on SF LEX signal processing needs to be studied 
because this design is a potential alternative for current solutions but is not 
yet available.  
3) Novel algorithms on LEX-only acquisition and tracking should be studied 
as these fill up the vacancies in the LEX signal area and move the SF LEX 
architecture to being more pragmatic and marketable, instead of being a 
research-only sketch.  
This research here presents follow hypotheses to address the research problems 
given in Chapter 1: 
1) A SF LEX software receiver is able to be developed based on an open 
source GNSS SDR projects.  
2) The computational burden on a CSK-applied GNSS signal is able to be 
lowered effectively by using a paralleled and FFT-based signal correlation 
method. 
3) The CSK-modulated LEX signal is able to be acquired by using a LEX 
short code first acquisition order. 
4) The LEX signal is able to be tracked consistently by applying a novel 
tracking loop based on a conventional code-and-carrier-combined tracking 
loop.  
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This study contributes to realizing these hypotheses through methods and 
schemes that are presented in Chapter 3: Methodology and Design. 
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Chapter 3: Design of A Single Frequency 
LEX Receiver  
This chapter describes the design and methods adopted by this research to 
achieve the aims and objectives stated in section  1.3 of Chapter 1. Section  3.1 
discusses the methodology used in the study, the stages by which the methodology 
was implemented, and the research design; section  3.2 details the participants in the 
study; section  3.3 lists all the instruments used in the study and justifies their use; 
section  3.4 outlines the procedure used and the timeline for completion of each stage 
of the study; section  3.5 discusses how the data was analysed; finally, section  3.6 
discusses the ethical considerations of the research, and along with its problems and 
limitations. 
3.1 METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
3.1.1 The Overall Technique Roadmap 
The holistic research procedure has been designed as a flow process divided 
into seven interdependent and indispensible segments, as given below.  
1) Literature Review Stage  
2) Architecture Design Stage 
3) Hardware Operation Stage 
4) Software Platform Stage  
5) Software Development Stage & Experiment of Real Signals for LEX 
Acquisition  
6) Software Development Stage & Experiment of Real Signals for Tracking, 
Assisted by Acquisition Results. 
7) Results and Data Analysis; Publication and Thesis Compilation  
 
This study begins by reviewing the most advanced developments in the related 
research fields including GNSS antenna, GNSS antenna array, radio-frequency front-
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end, SDR, QZSS characteristics, LEX signals and LEX receivers. The well-
organized theory and framework that underpin a SF LEX software receiver were 
presented explicitly in Chapter 2.  
The second stage of this research designs a SF LEX software receiver in a 
system level. The architecture of such a receiver will be illustrated in section 3.1.2.1. 
All the methods and algorithms for the LEX signal processing presented in this thesis 
are fabricated and implemented into this SF LEX software receiver.  
In preparation for the later real LEX signal processing experiment, the third 
stage looks into hardware environment establishment, especially for the selection of 
the GNSS antenna and the operation logic and tricks of the RF front-end 
(intermediate frequency signal data sampler), though this research mainly targets the 
LEX signal processing methods and schemes.  
With hardware all set, the fourth stage veers to explore how to build up a 
software GNSS receiver platform on which the LEX receiver can be running. The 
open source GNSS SDRLIB makes it possible to test and modify LEX SDR codes on 
a stable C/C++ language program. Meanwhile much work has already been done to 
comment and document the GNSS SDRLIB code.  
In the fifth research stage, an optimized SF LEX acquisition plan is proposed 
and implemented into our SF LEX software receiver, based on open source libraries 
from GNSS SDRLIB. This program runs on both Linux and Windows OS. An 
integrated hardware and software LEX signal processing system is built, derived 
from stage 1 to 4.This system has then been empirically proven, in terms of its 
superior performance on LEX signal acquisition time, by carrying on the real LEX 
signal acquisition experiment outdoors. 
The sixth stage of this study further develops the tracking module as part of the 
SF LEX receiver. A novel LEX tracking loop is implemented and inserted onto the 
SF LEX software receiver. This tracking loop is combined with the FFT calculation 
for the LEX short code in order to extract the LEX message in a 4ms repetitive cyclic. 
Thanks to available decoding software libraries, this stage has also conducted real 
LEX signal experiments to analyse the receiver‟s capability to constantly decipher 
LEX data assisted by the rough code phase and the Doppler drift from acquisition 
procedure. 
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Finally, this research analyses the experimental results generated from stage 5 
and 6 in order to assess and publicize the performance of the developed SF LEX 
software receiver. All related resources, including designs of receiver architecture 
and algorithm, codes of software receivers, and data of experiments, are collected to 
finalize the thesis compilation. 
3.1.2 The Architecture and Methods in the SF LEX Receiver  
3.1.2.1 Proposed SF LEX SDR Architecture  
In this research, SF software QZSS LEX receiver architecture is considered, 
due to its lower complexity and greater flexibility. This SF architecture is presented 
in Figure 13.  
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Figure 13 Illustration of the Proposed SF LEX Receiver Architecture 
 
The hardware unit (Spacek & Puricer, 2006; Thompson, Clem, Renninger, & 
Loos, 2012) is illustrated in Figure 14. An antenna whose frequency band covers the 
LEX carrier center frequency            is required: usually an active antenna 
embedded with a low noise amplifier (LNA) for better     . The GNSS front end 
then conducts the digital down-conversion (DDC) on the RF signal from the LEX 
antenna; generating intermediate frequency (IF) digital sampled signal data.  These 
IF data are able to be directly put into the software receiver for real-time processing, 
and also be written into a binary file for post processing.  
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Figure 14 Illustration of the Antenna and Front-end (Spacek & Puricer, 2006) 
 
The SF software QZSS LEX receiver is built as illustrated in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 Illustration of the Proposed Single Frequency LEX Receiver Data Process 
Logic 
 
The software receiver initializes both the connected front end and the LEX 
channel setup to guarantee that the IF signal can be interrogated correctly. Next, the 
receiver opens one separate data grabbing thread in which IF data are read and put 
into memory as buffers. This independent thread makes real-time LEX signal 
processing possible.  Simultaneously, the LEX processing thread starts and keeps 
indexing IF data from the buffers. The receiver runs the acquisition module on these 
data by employing the QZSS LEX acquisition plan proposed in the next section. The 
Doppler frequency, circularly-shifted short code phase and the long code phase are 
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supposed to be obtained if successfully acquiring one visible QZS. The receiver then 
aligns the IF data buffers index with the beginning of a short code period in aid of the 
LEX long code phase. 
With these aligned IF data as well as the Doppler frequency, the LEX 
processing thread turns into the tracking module. In the tracking stage, the receiver is 
capable of constantly resolving the LEX short code phase, as well as the circularly-
shifted short code phase. Then the tracking module calculates the symbol values by 
differencing these two phases. 
The error of the symbol that corresponds to 8-bit navigation message is 
corrected by the Reed-Solomon code. The receiver finally decodes this data stream to 
the navigational correction parameters on the basis of the LEX message structure. 
3.1.2.2 Optimized SF LEX Acquisition Method  
In the scenario where the satellite constellation is unknown or expired, the 
receiver has to acquire satellite signals in Cold Start Mode. This is quite time-
consuming: optimizing the acquisition scheme is worthy of dedicated effort. 
Meanwhile, the unique LEX signal structure makes it possible to apply alterations to 
the general GNSS signal acquisition algorithm. In this section, an optimized 
acquisition plan is presented for the software LEX receiver. 
3.1.2.2.1 LEX Acquisition Environment 
Only one LEX signal is needed each time to provide complete messages for 
positioning estimation. Moreover, there will usually be at least one QZS transmitting 
the LEX signal in high elevation. In such a case, the LEX signal      is supposed to 
be high enough for a receiver to ignore multipath interference. During the FFT 
process, multiple correlation peaks is expected to be with lower power. Therefore, in 
the proposed LEX receiver, only 4ms correlation is done, in which maximum two 
peaks are likely to appear. Due to a constant high elevation of the QZS, this power 
reduction is negligible as the receiver can still acquire the signal (no weak signal 
acquisition is expected in such a scenario). The acquisition plan is discussed 
according to these preconditions. 
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3.1.2.2.2 Acquisition Order 
In order to acquire the LEX signal completely, it is necessary to acquire the 
LEX long code. However, the LEX long code is of 1048575 chips that repeats every 
410ms. With the front end sample rate setting to 28MHz and Doppler search range 
setting to -7 kHz to 7 kHz, a correlation search grid of (
             
   
  )  
(
               
       
)                        points has to be generated to 
acquire the LEX long code independently. This is not practical for most GNSS 
receivers. 
Instead, it is also possible to acquire the LEX long code with the assistance of 
the LEX short code acquisition results. The successful LEX short code acquisition 
will provide the LEX signal Doppler drift and the Circularly-shifted-version LEX 
short code phase as prior information for the LEX long code searching. During the 
search of the long code acquisition, the FFT calculation can be done only once in 
each 4ms instead of searching in a frequency-domain and code-domain two-
dimension grid, as this calculation can apply the same Doppler frequency acquired 
from the short code acquisition. Meanwhile, the difference between the long code 
phase and short code phase ranges from 0-255 chips. The correlation time of the 4ms 
long code can be reduced as the long code phase is already predictable when the  
Circularly-shifted-version short code is known, that is, a maximum 255 chips. As a 
matter of fact, the LEX receiver conducts the LEX short code searching before the 
LEX long code acquisition, as shown in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16 Illustration of the SF LEX Acquisition Order 
 
3.1.2.2.3 FFT-based Circular Correlation Method 
The acquisition plan takes 4ms of sampled signal block each time for 
processing. Due to the adoption of the CSK modulation, the LEX short code chip is 
inconsistent over the span of two code periods, therefore a processing time longer 
than 4ms is not achievable. The signal block length can be reduced to 2ms using an 
optimized local code pattern. The signal block is defined as      . 
Meanwhile, a PRN code with the same length as the incoming signal block is 
generated locally by the receiver, and is then resampled at exactly the same sample 
rate. The resampled code is defined as      . 
With the signal block and PRN code prepared, the receiver chooses a Doppler 
frequency and then starts calculating the correlation power by FFT-based circular 
correlation. 
The process of FFT-based circular correlation is shown in Figure 17. The local 
oscillator (LO) outputs a waveform to wipe off the IF signal block      , which is 
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divided into I/Q channels, as       and      , respectively. Hereafter, these two 
channels are combined in the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) module to generate the 
complex frequency-domain signal      . Simultaneously, a PRN code       
based on the defined code pattern is put into the FFT module as well, transforming it 
to the complex frequency-domain code. The correlator subsequently computes the 
conjugation form        of the      . 
The frequency-domain signal       and the PRN code       are input into 
the Multiplier here. The product is then imported into the Inverse Fast Fourier 
Transform (IFFT) module. Afterwards, the square module of the IFFT results is 
finally obtained as the correlation power array P in the chosen Doppler frequency. 
The mathematical expression is given as follows: 
   |    [          
     (              )]|
 
 
where   is the Doppler drift. The receiver iterates all the Doppler frequency within 
the Doppler searching range by given steps, then giving the two dimensional 
correlation power array  . 
 
Figure 17 Illustration of FFT-based Circular Correlation Searching (CCS) Method in 
LEX Signal Acquisition 
 
A correlation power peak will show up when acquired. This peak is usually 
much larger than the average correlation power values. With a certain acquisition 
threshold properly chosen, the receiver is supposed to acquire a LEX signal if it 
successfully finds a peak over the threshold value. As the peak emerges within a two 
dimensional array, the peak value corresponds to two parameters – acquired Doppler 
frequency      and acquired code phase     . For the QZSS LEX signal specifically, 
the acquired code phase      has different meanings for the LEX short code and the 
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LEX long code. The difference between the acquired code phase for the LEX short 
code        and the Acquired Code Phase for the LEX long code       is now 
explained. 
When the LEX short code is acquired, the acquired code phase       is the 
code phase of the Circularly-shifted-version LEX short code. This phase cannot be 
used for tracking as it contains unresolved LEX message symbol value information. 
However, this unknown can be resolved when the LEX long code is acquired.  
With the precondition of successful acquisition for the LEX short code, the 
receiver, instead of acquiring the Doppler frequency independently, directly uses the 
Acquire Doppler Frequency      acquired in the LEX short code acquisition stage, as 
the Doppler drift keeps unchanged during the overall acquisition stage, saving 
massive computational time. Moreover, acquisition for the LEX long code also takes 
4ms signal blocks to further reduce the computational burden. The incoming signal is 
processed successively every 4ms until a correlation peak is found within a 410ms 
LEX long code period. In this process, the receiver keeps recording the position of 
the signal being processed, eventually findind the LEX long code phase      . This 
acquisition plan also takes advantage of optimized LEX long code local patterns to 
calculate the correlation power array. 
 
3.1.2.3 Proposed SF LEX Tracking Scheme 
3.1.2.3.1 LEX Tracking Logic  
In this study, a novel LEX signal tracking scheme is proposed. This scheme 
consists of a LEX signal tracking loop and a LEX short code phase detector. As 
Figure 18 shows, the SF LEX receiver tracks the LEX long code only to continue to 
output precise LEX carrier Doppler drift and the LEX long code phase. Like 
GPS/QZSS L1 C/A signal, these parameters are adopted to adjust the locally 
generated carrier phase and code phase. However, the proposed receiver architecture 
in this study also provides the carrier Doppler drift to the LEX short code phase 
detector, to reduce the computational burden of the 4ms-iterated FFT-based 
calculation. Meanwhile, the LEX long code phase from the tracking loop module is 
differentiated by the calculated LEX short code shifted phase in each 4ms. The 
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differences derived from this process are then transferred into consecutive LEX 
messages. 
 
Figure 18 Illustration of the Proposed LEX Tracking Logic 
 
3.1.2.3.2 LEX Tracking Loop  
Due to the inconsistency of the LEX short code, the receiver can only fall into 
a long-code-only tracking strategy. Therefore this study designs a LEX long code 
tracking loop that is integrated by the LEX carrier loop and the LEX code loop, as 
shown in Figure 19. 
The tracking loop is implemented CPU-based software platform as SDR. The 
LEX code and carrier loop are combined to run in the Early-Prompt-Late manner to 
adjust the local code phase and therefore lock the incoming LEX signal. The 
proposed LEX tracking loop is based on the conventional GPS L1 C/A tracking loop, 
but it adds a few new modules in order to track the LEX signal. The first new module 
is the LEX carrier NCO, which is able to generate the IF carrier adaptively according 
to the feedback from the carrier loop filter. Secondly, the LEX long code NCO and 
the LEX long code Generator are implemented to generate 1048547-chips long LEX 
long code locally. Besides, this receiver adds the 4ms LEX message calculation 
controller to synchronize the LEX tracking loop and the FFT-based phase detector. A 
LEX IF signal stream shifter is also integrated to shift the starting position of the 
signal block that is to be processed by the phase detector. 
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Figure 19 Illustration of the Proposed LEX Tracking Loop 
 
3.1.2.3.3 LEX Short Code Shifted Phase Detector 
In each 4ms LEX short code period, the receiver must find its shifted phase for 
the calculation of the LEX message. This calculation adopts the FFT-based CCS, as 
is presented in the LEX short code acquisition in Section 3.1.2. However, this study 
further optimizes this CCS process by selecting the tracking loop Doppler drift as the 
frequency-dimension searching range, resulting in the reduction of searching 
dimensionality in phase detection and therefore improving the processing time. The 
processing flow diagram of this optimized CCS method for the LEX short code 
detection is shown in Figure 20.  
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In order to estimate the difference between the short and long code, the LEX 
short code shifted phase detector adjusts the incoming IF signal data position to make 
LEX long code phase equals zero by reading from the long code tracking loop in 
each 4ms, and then calculate the circularly-shifted LEX short code phase of this 4ms 
signal by conducting correlation between local basic zero-padding short code and the 
incoming 4ms signal. Only one correlation peak will show up and its phase must be 
in 0-255 (chip unit). This peak is the difference between the short and long code, 
outputted as one LEX message. 
 
Figure 20  Illustration of the Proposed LEX Short Code Shifted Phase Detector 
3.1.2.3.4 LEX Tracking Complexity 
The LEX tracking scheme is based on the GNSS SDR-LIB(Suzuki & Kubo, 
2014), which used a second-order Delay Locking Loop (DLL) with the aid of the 
carrier frequency from the Frequency Locking Loop (FLL) / Phase Locking Loop 
(PLL) in the code tracking. In order to track the carrier frequency and phase, a 
second-order PLL combined with a first-order FLL (Kaplan & Hegarty, 2005) have 
been applied based on the GNSS SDR-LIB. Due to the similarity of LEX tracking 
with the GPS L1 C/A tracking, the complexity of the LEX tracking scheme are 
similar to the GNSS SDR-LIB‟s complexity, presented in (Suzuki & Kubo, 2014). 
3.1.2.4 LEX Code Patterns 
3.1.2.4.1 Short Code Patterns 
1) The Basic Zero-padding Short Code 
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The LEX adopts a TDM codes design in which the short code interleaves with 
the long code at             . The basic code pattern interleaves the LEX short 
code chips by zeros, making it a zero-padding scheme, as shown in Figure 21. This 
pattern can be optimized in terms of fulfilling the zero-value chips (Nakakuki & 
Hirokawa, 2013; Psiaki, 2004; Qaisar).  
2) The Multiple LEX Short Codes Interleaving 
In Figure 22, it is practical to replace the zeros by another PRN code sequence, 
resulting in a search of two QZSs at the same time. This code pattern is efficient in 
the cold start mode, on which the QZS constellation is unknown, but not in cases 
where the receiver needs to acquire only a specific QZS. As a result, the multiple 
LEX short codes interleaving pattern is one option, but it is not optimal for LEX 
short code acquisition.  
3) The LEX Short Code First and Second Half Interleaving  
Unlike other code patterns, the code first and second half interleaving pattern 
reduces the code period to 2ms for LEX short code because it divides the original 
10230 chips LEX short code into two half segments. The first half segment (5115 
chips) takes the original positions whereas the second half segment (5115 chips) 
occupies the places of zero values in basic zero padding pattern. This is shown in 
Figure 23 Therefore, a 2ms LEX short code acquisition time is achieved in the LEX 
receiver. 
 
Figure 21 Illustration of the Basic Zero-padding Short Code 
 
Figure 22 Illustration of the Multiple LEX Short Codes Interleaving 
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Figure 23 Illustration of the LEX Short Code First and Second Half Interleaving 
 
3.1.2.4.2 Long Code Patterns 
1) The Basic Zero-Padding Long Code 
Similar to the LEX short code, the basic zero-padding long code pattern can be 
adopted to acquire the LEX long code. In Figure 24, this pattern selects 10230 chips 
from the total 1048575 chips in the LEX long code for acquiring signal due to the 
receiver‟s block process logic. In a 410ms period, correlation power arrays for 
successive signal blocks are calculated to search the LEX long code phase. Alteration 
for this pattern is worth trying as acquisition for the LEX long code consumes vast 
process time.   
2) The LEX Short Code and Long Code Interleaving  
A proposed LEX short code and long code combined version (Nakakuki & 
Hirokawa, 2013) is shown in Figure 25. This code interleaves the LEX short code 
with the long code within a 4ms period, equal to the LEX short code period. 10230 
chips are chosen from the LEX long code sequence to fit into the 4ms code pattern. 
These long code chips are also shifted to distinguish the correlation peak of the LEX 
short code from the peak of the LEX long code chips. Applying this design means 
the symbol value is able to be calculated by the difference between two peaks. This 
method can acquire the LEX long code in a 410ms period, as for the basic zero-
padding long code pattern. 
3) The LEX Long Code with First and Second Half Interleaving 
An alternative code pattern, similar to the LEX short code first and second half 
interleaving, is presented for processing the LEX long code, as shown in Figure 26. 
10230 long code chips are sequenced in 2ms by filling the short code vacancy with 
the long code chips. The receiver induces 2ms data each time for processing, 
resulting in the acquisition peak appearing in 
     
 
      .  
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Figure 24 Illustration of the Basic Zero-Padding Long Code 
 
Figure 25 Illustration of the LEX Short Code & Long Code Interleaving 
 
Figure 26 Illustration of the LEX Long Code with First and Second Half Interleaving 
 
 
3.2 PARTICIPANTS 
This study is possible due to teamwork. Prof. Yanming Feng has organized the 
research resources about the supporting theory frameworks of GNSS receivers and 
positioning methods. Dr. Jacob Coetzee establishes solid background knowledge for 
the antenna system that this study needs to sense LEX signal on air. Dr. Charles 
Wang supports this research by supplying sufficient hardware experimental 
equipment for the real LEX signal testing. Miss Wenjiao Liu prepares positioning 
methods after the LEX data decoding, as well as the platform where these methods 
can be running. The co-research of these participants together has contributed to a 
well-organized LEX-and-GNSS-combined signal and data processing system, 
integrated by high performance antenna/antenna array, mono-channel/dual-channel 
RF front-end, GNSS/LEX software signal processing programs and the positioning 
methods platform. 
3.3 INSTRUMENTS 
This study employs multifarious instruments so as to establish the prototype 
system, and to collect the LEX data, as well as to arrange the comparison 
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experiments. The instruments are listed below in Table 1. The parameters and images 
of the instruments are given in Chapter 4 as the experimental setting. 
 
Table 1 Instruments 
Type Name Feature  Usage  Remark 
Antenna LEX Antenna  Frequency 
Range: 
L band (LEX 
Frequency).  
LEX Signal 
Sensation 
 
Antenna  High 
Performance 
GNSS Triple 
Frequency 
Antenna  
Frequency: 
GPS L1, L2 and 
L5  
Most GNSS 
Signal Spectrum 
Coverage 
Cost:  
Very High 
Low Noise 
GNSS 
Signal 
Sensation  
For comparison 
experiments 
with different 
antennas 
Antenna  GNSS Patch 
Antenna  
Frequency range: 
GPS L1 and L2. 
Cost:  
Very Low  
GNSS 
Signal 
Sensation  
For comparison 
experiments 
with different 
antennas 
Power Supply 
Unit 
Battery and T-
bias 
Battery:  
5 Volts 
Supplying 
Power to 
Antenna 
T-bias are used 
to prevent DC 
into Front-end. 
Front-end RF GNSS Signal 
Digital Sampler 
Sampling 
Spectrum:  
1GHz-1.8GHz 
  
Programmable 
Device  
Personal 
Computer  
Win OS Platform for 
SDR 
Positioning 
Program  
MATLAB  
 
Programmable 
Device  
Portable 
Computer  
Linux OS Mobile 
Platform for 
SDR 
Outdoor Signal 
Processing 
Experiment 
Vehicle Rented Car  Mobile 
Experiments 
 
 
3.4 TIMELINE 
The timetable of this research is presented as follows. 
Table 2 Research Timeline 
Time elapsed/year 2014 2015 2016 
Time elapsed/month 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 
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Master by Research Milestones 
Stage 2 Proposal  13t
h 
Jan 
      
Annual Progress Report    30th 
Sep 
    
Thesis Submission       11th 
Jul 
 
Coursework 
IFN001         
LDP         
Research Progress 
Literature Review         
Algorithm Analysis         
Algorithm Simulation         
Hardware and Software 
Development 
        
Experiments         
Publication      30th 
Jan 
  
Thesis       11th 
Jul 
 
 
 
3.5 ETHICS AND LIMITATIONS 
In this research, the following ethical guidelines are put into place for the 
research period:  
1) Results such as statistics and graphs from GNSS and LEX real signal 
processing experiments were inspected systematically to minimize 
possible misleading. 
2) Ethnic acceptability is taken into consideration before any research action 
is taken. 
3) Group discussions and professional consultations were held to protect the 
dignity and welfare of all participants of this research. 
4) This study obeyed the laws of Queensland and Australia. 
5) Potential problems were reported to the QUT supervisory team. 
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6) All the designs, source codes, generated data and experimental resources 
are derived directly from this research, with no plagiarism. 
7) The intellectual properties derived from this research are well managed 
and the confidential data are well preserved on QUT H-drive. 
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Chapter 4: Results of LEX Signal 
Processing 
Chapter 4 details the results of this study. Section 4.1 describes the acquisition 
result for real LEX signal. Section 4.2 then gives data demodulated from the tracking 
process, based on the success of acquisition. 
4.1 ACQUISITION RESULTS 
In this section, real LEX signal processing experiments were conducted with 
the proposed acquisition algorithm and the developed software LEX receiver. The 
following illustration is based on acquisition for the QZS Michibiki with PRN 193 
since it is the only launched QZS. 
4.1.1 Experiment Setup  
In Table 3, necessary experiment setup categories are listed with providing 
specifications in detail. Two LEX sampling experiments were conducted, and 
therefore two sets of LEX IF data were collected to demonstrate the performance of 
the SF LEX receiver.  
Table 3 Experiment Setup 
Categories Specifications 
Antenna NovAtel Active High Performance Antenna L Band 
Coverage – GPS-704 series. 
Shown in Figure 27 
Front-end Nuand BladeRF Sampler 
Shown in Figure 27 
Platform for software 
LEX receiver 
Windows 7 SP1 
Experiment Position Latitude: -27.449256 Longitude: 153.016682 
QLD, Australia (QUT KG Campus Stadium) 
Experiment 1 Time – 
Data Set 1 
8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m., 23/09/2015 (UTC+10)  
Experiment 2 Time – 
Data Set 2 
9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m., 23/09/2015 (UTC+10) 
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Figure 27 Experiment Antenna and Front-end 
 
4.1.2 Experiment Results for Short Code Patterns 
In this part, different short code patterns are plugged into the software LEX 
receiver for processing the same data (Data Set 1), and the results are then analysed 
and compared. 
1) The Basic Zero-padding Short Code 
Firstly, the basic zero-padding short code pattern is applied when processing 
the LEX sampled data. With the RF sampler setting to a 28MHz sampling rate, a 
total                         correlation power points are generated. In 
Figure 28, one correlation peak shows up among          correlation power 
points. In contrast, no correlation peak appears because the antenna is disconnected 
here in Figure 29. 
2) The Multiple LEX Short Codes Interleaving 
Secondly, the receiver processes the same samples by introducing multiple 
LEX short codes interleaving patterns. A total of                     
    correlation power points are generated. 2 peaks should have appeared when 
acquisition is successful. However, because there is only one QZS that has been 
launched, we can acquire only the QZS of PRN 193. This result is shown in Figure 
30 
3) The LEX Short Code First and Second Half Interleaving  
Thirdly, the optimized LEX short code first and second half interleaving 
pattern is implemented into the software LEX receiver. In this scenario, a total of 
                      correlation power points are exported from the 
LEX receiver. Figure 31 shows that only one peak is found within 2ms (        
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points). Compared with the former short code patterns that require a 4ms acquisition 
time, this method is capable of reducing the acquisition time to 2ms for the LEX 
short code acquisition. 
 
Figure 28 the Basic Zero-padding Short Code Acquisition Peak 
 
Figure 29 No Acquisition Peak 
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Figure 30 the Multiple LEX Short Codes Interleaving Acquisition Peak 
 
Figure 31 the LEX Short Code First and Second Half Interleaving Acquisition Peak 
 
4.1.3 Experiment Results for Long Code Patterns 
 
In this part, the same 410ms data (Data Set 1) are used to illustrate the 
effectiveness of three LEX long code patterns discussed.  
1) The Basic Zero-Padding Long Code  
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Utilizing Doppler drift from short code acquisition, the basic zero-padding long 
code pattern acquires one peak within one long code period 410ms. As calculating 
410ms data consumes huge computational resources, the receiver actually processes 
4ms pieces consistently, then combines all pieces together to generate the     
                       correlation power values. As shown in Figure 32, 
within 410ms, one correlation peak shows up: thus the LEX receiver successfully 
acquired the long code.  
2) The LEX Short Code and Long Code Interleaving  
The software LEX receiver also implements LEX short and long code 
interleaving patterns. In Figure 33, the processing result is given (the blue peak is the 
short code peak repeating every 4ms; the red peak is the long code peak in 410ms). 
This pattern generates a total                           correlation 
power values in a very similar manner to the basic zero-padding long code. However, 
two types of peaks show up for the short code and the long code, respectively. With 
the proper long code phase shifted, the LEX receiver is capable of distinguishing 
these two peaks. The receiver shifts a long code phase of 256 chips, making the short 
code acquisition peak the first to appear. The second one is the long code peak. In 
addition, as the acquired short code phase is the circularly shifted version short code 
phase, the symbol value modulated on the short code can be resolved by differencing 
the short code and the long code acquired phase, that is                    
           . 
3) The LEX Long Code with First and Second Half Interleaving. 
An optimized first and second half long code pattern is applied for processing 
the long code acquisition, leading to the acquisition peak being found within only 
205ms. The result is shown in Figure 34. A total of              
     
   
 
         correlation power values are calculated, corresponding to 205ms of 
processing time.   
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Figure 32 the Basic Zero-Padding Long Code Acquisition Peak 
 
 
Figure 33 the LEX Short Code & Long Code interleaving Acquisition Peak 
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Figure 34 the LEX Long Code with First and Second Half Interleaving Acquisition 
Peak  
 
4.2 TRACKING AND DATA DEMODULATION 
In this section, the tracking and demodulation experiment of the real LEX 
signal is conducted with the proposed tracking algorithm and the developed software 
LEX receiver. The following illustration is based on the IF LEX signal acquired in 
Section 4.1. The experiment setup is the same as with the acquisition experiment, 
shown in Table 3. 
4.2.1 Experiment Results for LEX Tracking  
The LEX tracking module in the proposed receiver is able to output a Doppler 
Drift and the LEX long code phase in a periodical 4ms manner. By differentiating 
with LEX short code shifted phase provided by proposed FFT-based phase detector, 
the receiver generates LEX messages consistently. 
1) The Doppler Drift 
The variation of the Doppler frequency by processing the Data Set 2 is 
presented in Figure 35. In a one-second processing time, the tracking module 
outputs 250 Doppler drifts (4ms each). Due to a zero IF setting in the BladeRF 
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sampler, the Doppler drift in Figure 35 is directly equal to the IF signal carrier 
frequency.  
 
Figure 35 the Doppler Drifts in 1000ms by Processing the LEX IF Signal of Data Set 
2 
 
In order to completely assess the dynamic performance of the SF LEX receiver, 
Data Set 1 was processed as well. The Doppler frequency with a process time 
of 2500ms is also presented here in Figure 36, from which it is can be seen that 
the proposed receiver can keep tracking the Doppler drift fluctuation with time.   
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Figure 36 the Doppler Drifts in 2500ms by Processing the LEX IF Signal of Data Set 
1 
 
2) LEX Messages Output  
The Doppler drifts then help the FFT-based phase detector to determine LEX 
short code shifted phase by adjusting the locally generated carrier frequency. 
LEX messages are calculated every 4ms when the tracking loop keeps 
outputting Doppler drifts and the phase detector keeps outputting LEX short 
code shifted phase. In Figure 37, 4ms (                ), the LEX IF 
signal is processed by the tracking module, respectively. The IF signal is 
shifted by the receiver in order to match a zero long code phase. Thus, the LEX 
long code phase from tracking loop is always 0, represented in Red Colour, 
while the LEX short code shifted phase from the phase detector is used to 
determine value of a LEX message, represented in Blue Colour. In Figure 37, 
the x-axis value for LEX short code Shift Phased is 285. Due to a       
sampling rate, there are                        samples per 4ms, 
representing 10230 long code chips and 10230 short code chips. Besides, the 
LEX long code and the LEX short code becomes interleaving. Therefore, the 
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LEX message   
                     
        
 
 
 
   . In Figure 38, 1000ms 
(               ) the LEX tracking results of the long code phase and short 
code shifted phase are presented, the results were generated by processing the 
Data Set 2 of the LEX IF signal. The long code phase is always the Integer 
multiples of a LEX short code period, which are 112000 samples in this 
experiment. 
 
Figure 37 4ms LEX Tracking Results by Processing the LEX IF signal of Data Set 2 
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Figure 38 1000ms LEX Tracking Results by Processing the LEX IF Signal of Data 
Set 2 
 
In addition, the LEX IF signal in Data Set 1 was processed for a further 
verification of the tracking and the phase detector‟s performance SF LEX, shown in 
Figure 39. During the 2500ms processing time, the phase detector was able to output 
the LEX messages by finding the correlation peaks in each 4ms. This proves that the 
SF LEX receiver can correctly process the LEX signals.  
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Figure 39 2500ms LEX Tracking Results by Processing the LEX IF Signal of Data 
Set 1 
 
With the short code shifted and long code phase calculated, the LEX messages 
are able to be demodulated, as shown in Figure 40 and Figure 41, for the processing 
of the Data Set 1 and 2, respectively.  
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Figure 40 1000ms LEX Messages by Processing the LEX IF signal of Data Set 2 
 
 
Figure 41 2500ms LEX Messages by Processing the LEX IF signal of Data Set 1 
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4.2.2 Experiment Results for LEX Preamble Searching and Message Decoding 
The header of a LEX message is decoded and demonstrated in this section to 
illustrate the frame and bit synchronization performance of the proposed and 
implemented SF LEX receiver. The holistic structure of the LEX messages is 
detailed in Appendix A.  
The first 82-Bits of LEX message contains 32-Bits preamble, 8-Bit PRN 
(regarded as SV ID), 8-Bits message Type ID, 1-Bits Alerts Flag, 20-Bits Time of 
Week (TOW) and 13-Bits Week Number (WN). The first 82-Bits of one second LEX 
data (Data Set 2) is demodulated by the proposed SF LEX receiver: 
00011010110011111111110000011101110000010000110010011111001110011011
10011101000111. 
1) Preamble searching  
In the decoding module of the LEX receiver, it is necessary to find the 
preamble bits which repeat every 1000ms or 1s. The hexadecimal representation of 
the LEX message preamble is 0x1ACFFC1D. In the binary format, the preamble is a 
32Bits stream: 00011010110011111111110000011101, which is able to be translated 
into decimal format as 4 numbers: 26-207-252-29. The LEX preambles found in both 
Data Set 1 and 2 for the real LEX IF signal by the proposed LEX receiver are shown 
in Figure 42. As all the preambles are always same, only one result is presented here. 
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Figure 42 the LEX Preamble Determined by the Proposed SF LEX Receiver for Data 
Set 2. 
 
2) Decoding of PRN, Message Type ID 
The PRN, the next 8-Bits data following the LEX preamble, ranges from 193 
to 197 (JAXA, April 2016). Currently, as only the QZS1 is operating, the PRN 
decoded from the LEX data stream should always be 193. Message Type ID 
indicates different formats in the data part of the message. Currently, message type 
10, 11 and 12 are used. This study presents the PRN and message Type ID results 
(for the LEX IF signal of Data Set 2) in Figure 43.  
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Figure 43 PRN = 193 and Message Type ID = 12 
 
3) Time Information Decoding 
 As Figure 44 shows, the 20-Bits TOW and the 13-Bits WN information of each 
message can be decoded. Experiments were conducted in Brisbane Time (UTC+10) 
23 September 2015, 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. (Data Set 1) and in 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. 
(Data Set 2). The decoded time fell into this time span. For the processing of the 
Data Set 1, 2500ms results were presented here and therefore consecutive 3 TOWs 
were calculated, though the WNs were the same. The results of the time information 
decoded by the proposed receiver are given in Table 4 and Table 5 for both the Data 
Set 1 and 2. 
 
 
Figure 44 Illustration of TOW and WN Bits in LEX Message Structure 
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Table 4 Decoding for TOW and WN 
Data Set Parameter Binary Format Decimal Format 
Data Set 2 TOW 00111110011100110111 255799 
WN 0011101000111 1863 
Data Set 1 TOW 00111110010100100110 255270 
WN 0011101000111 1863 
Data Set 1 TOW 00111110010100100111 255271 
WN 0011101000111 1863 
Data Set 1 TOW 00111110010100101000 255272 
WN 0011101000111 1863 
 
Table 5 Decoded Time 
Data Set  Format Time 
Data Set 2 Decoded Time (UTC) 23:03:19. 22 September 2015 
Decoded Time (UTC+10) 09:03:19. 23 September 2015 
Data Set 1 Decoded Time (UTC) 22:54:30. 22 September 2015 
Decoded Time (UTC+10) 08:54:30. 23 September 2015 
Data Set 1 Decoded Time (UTC) 22:54:31. 22 September 2015 
Decoded Time (UTC+10) 08:54:31. 23 September 2015 
Data Set 1 Decoded Time (UTC) 22:54:32. 22 September 2015 
Decoded Time (UTC+10) 08:54:32. 23 September 2015 
 
4) LEX Messages  
By processing the LEX IF signal with the developed SF LEX receiver, LEX 
messages are calculated consecutively. Messages from the LEX IF signal of Data Set 
1 are fully presented here in Table 6, showing the receiver is able to successfully 
output the information carried by the LEX signal. LEX messages are in the range of 
0 – 255, representing the CSK-modulated 8 bits binary data on LEX short codes. 
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Table 6 LEX Messages in 2500ms by Processing the LEX IF Signal of Data Set 1 
 
From 22:54:30 
22, September 2015 
From 22:54:31 
22 September 2015 
From 22:54:32 
22 September 
2015 
26 233 66 82 238 26 9 0 200 130 26 232 146 
207 66 160 127 40 207 125 33 2 200 207 242 160 
252 223 15 144 1 252 127 149 142 174 252 223 14 
29 218 1 130 124 29 234 255 64 128 29 218 245 
193 132 187 56 44 193 120 207 3 0 193 155 187 
12 47 255 6 128 12 0 64 195 0 12 175 255 
159 255 30 30 4 159 22 9 0 0 159 255 31 
41 47 216 136 159 41 192 91 238 0 41 47 232 
49 139 223 255 0 57 0 255 159 0 65 43 223 
209 95 237 89 0 209 87 248 255 0 209 95 237 
211 243 7 126 0 208 255 191 149 0 211 243 6 
140 42 185 255 0 176 255 255 127 0 140 46 57 
249 156 253 236 0 53 0 246 255 0 249 28 253 
71 0 194 25 0 124 1 0 159 0 72 0 195 
196 242 235 219 0 47 48 4 255 0 68 243 83 
0 2 31 251 0 0 136 11 222 0 0 2 31 
0 127 241 175 0 0 128 18 185 0 0 127 241 
0 228 165 69 0 1 32 255 128 0 0 228 173 
34 130 61 128 146 159 196 206 3 123 34 128 189 
26 161 254 47 168 251 0 111 136 195 26 33 254 
20 255 241 69 155 31 46 255 0 46 19 255 241 
0 81 26 143 223 244 248 225 1 33 248 82 66 
16 201 159 253 144 192 0 64 7 222 16 81 159 
152 31 251 15 22 29 170 26 255 70 152 31 251 
249 224 147 141 21 108 255 47 109 81 249 224 152 
71 237 31 249 170 39 251 255 127 69 72 217  
197 51 255 143 81 254 88 239 254 190 68 51  
224 255 3 8 113 246 0 0 224 158 0 255  
0 162 104 127 90 3 7 0 255 132 0 162  
0 67 95 218 10 255 128 111 252 138 0 43  
251 96 245 72 248 135 1 255 224 5 251 96  
255 10 159 128 180 49 88 248 1 80 255 10  
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217 15 154 11 226 191 15 134 56 83 217 20  
104 163 1 129 122 211 64 108 16 46 107 35  
9 255 50 21 132 248 64 0 148 155 9 255  
252 93 200 255 123 56 204 249 249 169 252 95  
40 153 191 250 147 12 1 175 72 162 38 217  
60 63 238 38 250 128 101 243 22 207 244 63  
31 248 85 32 90 96 255 209 0 73 31 248  
205 79 16 54 89 16 251 127 0 134 205 86  
137 165 176 136 98 132 20 179 0 186 130 37  
131 255 53 51 109 249 255 232 67 224 131 255  
254 207 124 255 110 72 241 0 232 232 254 207  
250 145 47 63 118 22 240 2 8 19 250 233  
145 159 0 146 75 0 0 255 132 100 81 159  
96 250 0 128 28 0 37 254 8 138 96 250  
11 127 4 118 48 0 0 112 2 255 11 20  
121 143 148 178 201 33 10 0 129 17 131 15  
7 254 3 47 58 244 0 17 104 63 7 254  
254 245 206 244 39 240 137 88 6 81 254 245  
 
 The key indication of the receiver performance is whether it can successfully 
obtain/decode the LEX message. From what has been disclosed in IS-QZSS, 8 bits 
binary data, as a symbol (or a LEX message) is modulated on 1 short code period by 
shifting the short code phase. Any decoded value beyond 0-255 range is able to show 
the incapability of LEX receivers. However, from Table 6, it can be seen that all the 
LEX messages fell into 0-255. Also, preambles, PRN, and message types 
information were verified to match the patterns of the LEX data format. Meanwhile, 
time information decoded by this receiver was consistent to the experiment time. 
Therefore, based on the correctness of these processed results, the proposed SF LEX 
receiver is able to obtain LEX messages.   
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Chapter 5: Analysis  
Chapter 5, which presents the analysis of the implemented LEX receiver from 
the theory and design of this study, is organized as follow. In section 5.1, the 
proposed SF LEX receiver architecture is evaluated in terms of its performance in the 
comparison of receivers from the literature. Section 5.2 then highlights the overall 
advantages that the optimized LEX-only acquisition scheme has over similar-
functionality acquisition methods from the literature. A performance interpretation of 
the LEX tracking plan is given in section 5.3, in order to fulfil the gap in the current 
literature in the LEX signal processing area, plus a further optimization on the 
proposed LEX tracking plan. 
5.1 ANALYSIS OF SF LEX ARCHITECTURE 
In this study, a SF LEX software receiver is fully implemented in C/C++ code, 
and has been presented in Chapter 3. Based on the experiment results from Chapter 4, 
this section summarizes the improvement of this architecture by in Table 7, 
comparing it with the DF architecture as well as the hardware-implemented receiver.  
Table 7 Comparison of LEX Architectures 
 Proposed SF LEX 
Architecture 
LEX-only Architecture 
for Hardware 
Implementation(Future 
FPGA 
Implementation)  
DF LEX 
Architecture 
Platform C/C++ software  FPGA Software  
Data Format  IF Data from 
Front-end 
Data from ASIC QZSS L1/CA 
and LEX Mixed 
Dual Frequency 
IF Data from 
Dual Frequency 
Front-end 
Acquisition  Optimized 
Acquisition 
Scheme 
Basic Acquisition 
Scheme 
No Acquisition 
Process  
Code Patterns Half Interleaving 
Code Patterns   
Basic Interleaving Code 
Patterns  
Basic 
Interleaving 
Code Patterns 
Tracking  LEX Tracking 
Loop with 
N/A QZSS L1 C/A 
Tracking Only. 
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Improved FFT-
based CCS Short 
Code Phase 
Detector  
No LEX 
Tracking  
Decoding  GNSS-SDRLIB 
Reed-Solomon 
Libraries  
N/A GNSS-SDRLIB 
Reed-Solomon 
Libraries 
Experiment  Real LEX Signal 
Processing 
Experiment in 
Queensland, 
Australia  
N/A Real L1 C/A 
and LEX Signal 
Processing 
Experiment in 
Japan 
Positioning  LEX Data are Input 
into RTKLIB and 
Achieving 
Centimetre -level 
Precision 
N/A Dual Frequency 
GNSS Receiver 
Outputs 
Centimetre-level 
Precision 
 
All three receivers mentioned in Table 7 can demodulate LEX data correctly, 
though the processing methods from LEX-only architecture for hardware 
implementation are not accessible by now. The proposed SF LEX software 
architecture takes advantages of the optimized acquisition scheme, code patterns and 
LEX tracking which are designed during this study. Meanwhile, this architecture is 
designed to be compatible for the GNSS-SDRLIB source library to share similar 
modules such as the decoding module. Unlike the DF LEX architecture, the SF LEX 
architecture in this study can be easily fabricated into a larger GNSS system. For 
example, in the positioning testing, this SF LEX software receiver is combined with 
RTKLIB to output a better GNSS solution, which is corrected by the LEX data. The 
cm-level accuracy is achieved at a relatively low cost when the SF LEX architecture 
is applied. The signal processing results from Chapter 4 show that this SF LEX 
design is able to accomplish the LEX data demodulating in an effective manner. 
5.2 ANALYSIS OF SF LEX ACQUISITION SCHEME 
In this section, the optimized LEX acquisition plan proposed in this study is 
further discussed in terms of its advantages over the basic acquisition plans. Based 
on the experimental results from Chapter 4, the performance comparison is given 
below in Table 8.  
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Table 8 Comparison of Proposed and Current LEX Acquisition Plan 
 Proposed Optimized 
LEX Acquisition Plan 
Basic LEX Acquisition 
plan 
Correlation Peak 
Searching 
FFT-based Circular 
Correlation Searching 
FFT-based Correlation 
Code Patterns The LEX Codes with First 
and Second Half 
Interleaving Code 
Patterns. 
The Basic Zero-Padding 
Code Patterns 
Acquisition Order The LEX Short Code First The LEX Short Code First 
The LEX Short Code 
Acquisition Time 
2ms 4ms 
The LEX Long Code 
Acquisition Time 
205ms 410ms 
 
From the review of the literature for the current LEX acquisition plan, it is 
known that only a basic acquisition plan is available that can acquire a LEX signal in 
one long code period. The optimized acquisition plan proposed by this study is more 
suitable to implement into a low cost SF LEX receiver, for advent reasons.  
In the LEX acquisition experiment, the optimized method can reduce the 
acquisition time to 205ms for a successful LEX long code phase determination. 
Compared with the basic method, this method does not improve the complexity of 
implementation since it only modifies the design of the code patterns, and it adopts a 
simplified correlation peak searching strategy. 
Due to the introduction of the half-interleaving code patterns, the loss of the 
correlation is inevitable.  Such loss has been presented in the Section 4.1.2, where an 
obvious loss by using the half-interleaving patterns can be seen for the short code 
acquisition. Figure 30 gave the normalized correlation power for the LEX short code 
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acquisition by the basic zero-padding short code, the value is 0.1075. In the Figure 
31, the half-interleaving pattern was applied and the value of the peak power is 
0.0263. Thus, there was a significant 14dB loss for the correlation power. Yet, it is 
also able to be seen that the correlation peak is still outstanding enough for the 
receiver to detect the code phase. Therefore the application of the half-interleaving 
patterns is feasible for the proposed SF LEX receiver. 
In addition，the proposed method can also be further improved by adopting 
parallel multiple channel phase searching, which processes a 2ms incoming LEX 
digital signal at multiple threads with different locally-generated code patterns. If the 
computational processing unit is fast enough, this acquisition method can find the 
LEX long code phase in a 2ms process time.  
Also, the proposed method cuts off the preamble searching in the basic 
acquisition method. This reduction can lower the resource consumption when 
implementing it into hardware/FPGA. 
5.3 ANALYSIS OF SF LEX TRACKING SCHEME 
With the real LEX signal tracked and modulated by the implemented LEX 
receiver, this section gives performance discussion of the proposed LEX tracking 
method, and notes the potential problems in hardware implementation of the tracking 
methods in a SF LEX architecture.  
Current literature in related areas has not designed or analysed LEX tracking 
methods and therefore this research pay much attention to it. The proposed LEX 
tracking method is derived from the GPS L1 C/A tracking loop plus a FFT-based 
4ms LEX short code detector. In the tracking experiment in Chapter 4, it is shown 
that this method is able to consistently output the LEX message in each 4ms. The 
performance of this LEX tracking method is given in Table 9, with the comparison of 
a GPS L1 C/A tracking loop. 
Table 9 Comparison of LEX Tracking Method and Traditional GPS L1 C/A 
Tracking Method 
 GPS L1 C/A 
Tracking Loop 
LEX Tracking Method 
Code Loop Conventional C/A Novel LEX Long Code NCO and 
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Code Loop, Figure 
10 
LEX Long Code Generator   
Carrier Loop Conventional L1 
Carrier, Figure 11 
Novel LEX Carrier NCO 
Tracking loop Conventional L1 
C/A Tracking 
Loop, Figure 12 
Modified Code and Carrier Loop for 
LEX, Figure 19 
Message Output 
Period 
1ms 4ms 
LEX Short Code 
Phase Detector 
N/A Assisted by Doppler Drift from the 
LEX Tracking loop 
Code Phase GPS L1 C/A 
Tracking Loop 
The LEX Long Code Phase is from 
LEX Tracking Loop 
The LEX Short Code Phase is from 
FFT-based LEX Short Code Phase 
Detector 
Synchronization N/A Tracking Loop and Phase Detector 
Every 4ms 
 
The tracking loop proposed in this research consecutively outputs the LEX 
long code phase and the Doppler drift in a stable tracking state. For the LEX long 
code phase, this receiver differentiates it with the LEX short code shifted phase to 
calculate LEX message due to the application of the half interleaving code patterns. 
These code patterns can reduce the complexity of the short code phase detecting to 
satisfy the requirement that the LEX short code shifted phase must be output every 
4ms.  
However, when a combined code pattern is adopted such as when the LEX 
long code and short code are interleaved with a long code delay greater than 256 
code chips, it is not necessary to make the tracking loop output the LEX long code 
phase consistently. This alternative setting needs higher hardware computational 
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speed as an extra-long code phase is supposed to be detected by the FFT-based phase 
detector.  
Therefore, the SF LEX software receiver can choose different settings, 
according to the hardware that the receiver runs on and the performance requirement. 
In addition, this research assumes a scenario where the Doppler drift of the 
LEX carrier is predictable; for example, when the antenna of the SF LEX receiver is 
still and the orbit of the QZS is known in advance. With the Doppler drift calculated 
by the receiver and the LEX long code phase being necessary when a combined code 
pattern is activated, a stop of LEX tracking loop is possible, as the SF LEX receiver 
is able to calculate LEX message only by the FFT-based code phase detector with the 
assistance of the sporadic carrier frequency drift compensation. Such avoidance of 
the LEX tracking loop is able to further simplify the LEX message calculation and 
thus save many hardware resources. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 
This chapter concludes the research and the thesis. In section 6.1, the summary 
of the research work is stated briefly. Section 6.2 highlights major contributions in 
this study. The last but not the least, potential future work about the SF LEX receiver 
is briefly discussed in section 6.3 
6.1 SUMMARY OF THE WORK 
This thesis firstly reviews the state of the art in GNSS, especially in the QZSS 
area. QZSS, as a fresh Regional Navigation Satellite System, makes an innovation on 
the LEX signal that provides Asia-Pacific GNSS corrections for centimetre-level 
real-time positioning. DF LEX receivers attract much attention while the SF 
architecture is left unheeded. A potential SF LEX architecture implemented in SDR 
is discussed based on a thorough analysis of LEX signal features, and especially the 
CSK technique of LEX. This study points out the gaps, in terms of the availability 
and the effectiveness of LEX acquisition and tracking propositions.  
Research questions are derived from the reviews of development of LEX, and 
the research designs and methods are drawn to build up solutions. To begin with, a 
holistic SF LEX software architecture is designed to suffice both the performance 
requirements and the cost considerations. Besides, LEX signal processing methods, 
including acquisition methods and tracking methods, are analysed in-depth to realize 
the SF LEX software architecture for real LEX signal. 
In this study, the software receiver is implemented according to the SF LEX 
architecture as well as the proposed LEX signal processing methods. These C/C++ 
codes run on both WIN/LINUX platform and are able to decode the LEX signal into 
GNSS corrections with the assistance of the L-band antenna and the RF front-end. 
With the LEX receiver available, real LEX signal processing experiments were 
conducted, followed by a thorough theoretical and experimental analysis on the 
system. For acquisition specifically, the proposed half interleaving code patterns and 
basic LEX code patterns are compared in terms of the acquisition time. The 2ms 
LEX short code and 205ms LEX long code acquisitions are achieved respectively, 
with proposed half interleaving code patterns. Though no other LEX tracking loop is 
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available or comparable here, tracking methods designed in this study successfully 
output the LEX message in the real LEX signal processing experiment. Besides, two 
more alternative settings in the tracking scheme are analysed in order to widen the 
application range of the proposed LEX tracking method, as well as to reduce the 
hardware resource consumption. 
Finally, this study summarizes and concludes the SF LEX receiver research. 
6.2 MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS  
6.2.1 SF LEX Software Architecture   
This study designs a novel SF LEX architecture, unlike current DF LEX 
receiver,. Without performance lost, this architecture avoids the relying on the signal 
acquisition and tracking of the QZSS L1 C/A signal, resulting in the simplification of 
the LEX receiver structure and the external hardware requirements, such as the high 
performance DF antenna. In addition, the adoption of the SDR implementation and 
the module design logic in this architecture make the embedded signal processing 
algorithms extremely easy to replace. This architecture is also suitable to be 
integrated into larger current GNSS receivers as a plug-in module. These factors as a 
whole guarantee a very low cost LEX receiver with many potential applications. 
6.2.2 Optimized SF Acquisition Method   
Another contribution of this study is that an optimized acquisition scheme is 
devised. This scheme takes a short-code-first acquisition order in which the LEX 
long code phase is acquired after the LEX short code phase and the carrier Doppler 
drift are determined. Also, the proposed acquisition scheme adopts FFT-based CCS 
for correlation peaking searching, as a current PC or FPGA/DSP is capable of 
conducting FFT/IFFT calculations quickly. In addition, multiple code patterns 
including half interleaving code patterns and LEX shifted long and short interleaving 
pattern, are available in this scheme, resulting in a shorter acquisition time or a direct 
LEX message determination. Current methods on LEX acquisition focused on the 
acceleration of the FFT calculation. However, this research contributed to more LEX 
short and long code patterns that have not been thoroughly discussed. Usually the 
hardware receiver only uses one code pattern during the different stages in the 
acquisition. In the proposed receiver of this research, multiple code patterns are 
designed and used in the software receiver to optimize the acquisition procedure.  
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6.2.3 Novel LEX Tracking Method/Tracking Loop 
This study designs a novel LEX tracking loop that synchronizes the LEX 
carrier and the LEX long code locally, to generate the carrier Doppler drift and the 
LEX long code phase, respectively. This tracking loop is then integrated with the 
FFT-based LEX short code phase detector for LEX message determination. The 
detector uses CCS but is simplified by harnessing the Doppler drift from the LEX 
tracking loop, to achieve a computation volume in each 4ms LEX short code phase 
searching.  
The combination of the LEX tracking loop and the phase detector contributes a 
systematic LEX tracking scheme that is able to efficiently extract the LEX message 
in both the LEX software and hardware receivers. 
6.2.4 Half Interleaving Code Patterns  
In this study, novel half interleaving code pattern are proposed for both LEX 
acquisition and tracking. Compared with the basic code pattern, this type of patterns 
interleaves the LEX long code or the LEX short code separately, leading to a 50% 
reduction on both the acquisition time and the processing time for FFT-based CCS 
phase detection in the tracking procedure. This contribution simplifies the realization 
of the LEX-only acquisition that is used to face a high computational burden. 
Besides, this half interleaving code pattern can be applied not only into LEX receiver 
but also other mixed multiple code structures such as the GPS L2C code structure. 
6.2.5 FFT-based CCS Method  
In order to find the code phase for both the LEX short code and long code, this 
study presents the FFT-based CCS method. With a FFT-based enabled parallel 
capability, this method is able to detect the code phase by checking the peak value 
and its correspondent index in a signal correlation array between the incoming LEX 
signal and the locally generated replica from NCO. In LEX acquisition, it is a two-
dimension searching of frequency and code, while it turns into code-only searching 
in the LEX tracking process, thanks to the Doppler drift from the LEX tracking loop. 
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6.3 FUTURE WORK 
6.3.1 LEX Positioning Precision 
The LEX signal is quite a new signal and the data precision being provided by 
the JAXA through the QZSS is not yet to be evaluated systematically. With PPP and 
RTK techniques more prevalent, it is possible next to compare the precision, fixed 
time, stability and dynamic performance of the positioning when applying these 
technologies and LEX, so as to thoroughly analyse the effectiveness of the LEX data. 
 
6.3.2 SF LEX Receiver Integration with Other GNSS as an Add-on Receiver 
A SF LEX receiver is able to provide GNSS corrections such as the precise 
corrections of GPS satellite clocks, orbits, ephemeris and ionosphere. Therefore, it is 
quite desirable to add the SF LEX receiver into other GNSS receivers and systems, to 
provide high accuracy positioning. This integration faces a potential problem: that is, 
in order to take advantage of corrections from LEX automatically, GNSS receivers 
need to establish a communication mechanism with the LEX receiver.  
6.3.3 SF LEX Receiver Hardware Considerations 
It is promising to implement the SF LEX signal processing methods for wider 
and cheaper usage in the near future. Yet research on the hardware considerations of 
SF LEX is remains absent by now. With the software-based and module-based 
design, the implemented SF LEX receiver would be an efficient hardware-oriented 
algorithm platform before costive and complex hardware manufacture. One FFT-
based searching method is possible, such as Double Block Zero Padding (DBZP), 
which is able to replace current strategy when applying to the FPGA/DSP/ASIC 
platform. For the tracking specially, the long code tracking can be removed and the 
receiver can adopt a carrier-tracking-only method to further reduce the system 
complexity. Many more specific methods optimized for different hardware platforms 
are also under review.   
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Appendices 
Appendix A 
LEX Data Binary Stream and Message Formats 
In order to show the basic LEX message structure, here this thesis in Figure 45 has 
presented one second of LEX Data, which can be decoded by a Reed-Solomon 
decoder. The 32-Bits Yellow Highlighted data block is the LEX message preamble, 
repeated every 2000 Bits (or 1000ms).   
 
Figure 45 LEX Data Stream 
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At last, the basic LEX message structure and the formats of the LEX message type 
10, 11 and 12 have been shown in Figure 46-49 (JAXA, April 2016). 
 
Figure 46 LEX Message Structure 
 
 
Figure 47 Data Part, Message Type 10 – Signal Health, Ephemeris & SV Clock 
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Figure 48 Data Part, Message Type 11 – Signal Health, Ephemeris & SV Clock and 
Ionospheric Correction 
 
 
Figure 49 LEX message structure of Message Type 12 - MADOCA-LEX 
